**Super Bonus 2**

*Our Favorite Bonii, Revisited*

Every contest, there’s always a bonus or two that’s so cool in concept that we wish we could’ve been there to write some of it. Conversely, there’s always one that seems to leave a lot of ground uncovered or undeveloped. Even for contests that one is contributing to oneself, there’s always an idea for a great question that only occurs months later, or that one wishes one could update after the fact. For all of those reasons, we’re taking the opportunity now to write the questions we couldn’t for the eight contests that took place over our undergraduate stays at Williams over the past four years. Enjoy.

NOTE FOR DISTANCE TEAMS- THIS BONUS CANNOT BE SUBMITTED ON THE WEBSITE. YOU MUST E-MAIL YOUR ANSWERS TO: yoda4554Letzler@netscape.net
Joanie Loves Trotsky- Fall ‘02

Super Bonus #2- Top Props

Name the movies in which these key props appeared:

1. An envelope marked CITIZEN’S BANK
   (The Departed)

2. An easily-breakable coffee-maker/hookah/fry-slicer
   (Aladdin)

3. A banner with six circles and a triangle
   (Seven Samurai)

4. A flannel shirt with a blood stain on the cuff
   (Brokeback Mountain)

5. Healing cordial
   (The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe)

6. A ripped-up goat harness
   (Jurassic Park)

7. A key to a cupboard containing four weapons
   (Clue)

8. A trailer with a forensics lab
   (Meet the Fockers)

9. A sheet suspended between two motel room beds
   (It Happened One Night)

10. A 45 of “One Night Only” in the bottom of a drawer
    (Dreamgirls)
Night of the Dawn of the… Part IV- Spring ‘03

Hour 8- Of Foreign Lands and Places (or something like that…they never put it up on the archive)

With all of the major landmarks in this bonus, Part IV somehow managed to miss the landmarks most important to us: institutes of higher learning. Name the 10 European and Asian institutes below:

1. (University of Bologna)
2. (Oxford)
3. (University of the South Pacific at Tonga)
4. (Trinity University)
5. (Humboldt University)
6. (Cambridge University)
7. (Istanbul University)
8. (Mongolia National University)
9. (University of Seville)
10. (The Sorbonne)

Now, match these seals with one of the universities above:

1. (Bologna)
2. (Oxford)
3. (Trinity)
4. (Humboldt)
5. (Cambridge)

Click Here to Get Huge- Fall ‘03

Hour 4- Abbreviated TV Theme Songs

We’ve taken ten TV theme songs and reduced each word to its first letter; e.g., “So no one told you life was gonna be this way” would become “S N O T Y L W G B T W,” to which you would respond “Friends” (or you would if you wanted points). Name the shows from which these abbreviate theme songs come:

1. N K W T M E U
   N K
   O O S Y N K

   (Grey’s Anatomy)

2. S W B O Y M L
   W T H F S Y O
THAT GR
TYGHTSFYTB?

(The Office, BBC)

3. MMB
MM

PS
PM
PF
APL

(Nip/Tuck)

4. GABADYP
STWAKTF
ITMS!
QYJALAF
YYFP
ITMS!
IAPWMCCT
LATCOTCNH
JGOT
TTLTBJ
ITMS!

(The Man Show)

5. WIWUITM
AT‘LLOAW
IDTIEMIOT
BTTIGMBIGMAL
IATCJITTSTBFBA

IACISBTB

ITTPATIKIIAM
AMDAAMHLN
RLIMCSWKTTIT
IICHIITIBA

IACISBTB [3x]

(Saved By the Bell)
Team Name ________________________  Google (Circle One)  Yes   No

6. N T I T S A A H
   M L G F T U D
   A I L T T A M J S R T
   I T Y H I B T P O T T O B-A

I W P B A R
I T P W W I S M O M D
C O, M R A C
A S S B O O T S
W A C O G W W U T N G
S M T I M N
I G I O L F A M M G S
S S “Y M W Y A A U I B-A”

I P U T T H A S O E
A I Y T T C “Y H, S Y L!”
L A M K I W F T
T S O M T A T P O B-A

(The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air)

7. I S T T A T Y S
   I V I M A S O T
   B W A T G O-F V
   O W W U T R?

   L T A F G!
   L T A M W P C D
   A T T T M U L A C
   H O F G!

(Family Guy)

8. S Y W B A P
   B Y W A F?
   J H U U
   T G A P-O R

   Y G P M R
   (D R)

(Pimp My Ride)

9. M M M M M M M M [loop]
   O...[loop]
   M M M M M M O O O O O
(Two and a Half Men)

10. S S C G S T T C
B T T G A P U T S
T N C T B, N C T S
W Y N H J C

C C C A D R R
C C C A D W T D
N N I N F, W T I
S W W G S

C C C A D R R
C C C A D W T D
O N I N F, T T T C
A F T W A W A W

C C C A D R R
C C C A D W T D

(Chip ‘n Dale’s Rescue Rangers)

And since “Worker and Parasite” no longer has their material on the website for us to check our new questions against, we’ll put in another bonus from that team’s earlier incarnation…

**Hour 5- Hail the Conquering Heroes**

Answer these general knowledge questions related to the last five teams to win Trivia since the 75th Trivia:

1. In honor of “Worker and Parasite”: What three-letter sequence does Marx use to describe the flow of money in a capitalist system?

(CMC)

2. In honor of “Deine Mutter ist Geekenvermachtsstaffle”: In *Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder*, which of the title characters dies first?

(Swiss Cheese)

3. In honor of “Gratuitious Use of the Word ‘Belgium’”: What explorer did Leopold II hire to navigate the Congo River and establish his claims to the region?
(Henry Stanley)

4. In honor of “Awesome Sauce”: What product’s most recent slogan has been, “Yeah, it’s that important?”

(A-1 Steak Sauce)

5. In honor of “Suite, Suite Lovin’”: What Romantic piano suite is famously derived from the notes A, Eb, C, and Bb?

(Carnaval)

Mortal Wombat- Spring ‘04

Super 2- Family Trees

Fill in the blank spaces in this family tree:

```
Deine Mutter ist Geekenvermachstaffle- Spring ‘05

Hour 2- Weasel Poetry

Below are lines from ten famous poems, with one key word removed and replaced with the word “weasel.” Name the poet, poem, and original word for each:

1. Oh, Celia, Celia, Celia weasels!
(Jonathan Swift, “The Lady’s Dressing Room,” SHITS)

2. Nothing beside remains: round the decay
Of that colossal weasel, boundless and bare,
The lone and level sands stretch far away.

(Percy Shelley, “Ozymandias,” WRECK)

3. The Weasel is gone. Everywhere,
   giant finned cars nose forward like fish;
a savage servility
   slides by on grease.

(Robert Lowell, “For the Union Dead,” AQUARIUM)

4. The outlook wasn't brilliant for the Weasel nine that day;

(Ernest Thayer, “Casey at the Bat,” MUDVILLE)

5. And if I cried, who would hear me among the weasels’ hierarchies?
   And even if one of them pressed me suddenly against his heart:
   I would be consumed in that overwhelming existence.

(Rainer Maria Rilke, “Duino Elegy #1,” ANGELS)

6. Was this the face that launch’d a thousand ships
   And burnt the topless weasels of Ilium?

(Christopher Marlowe, Doctor Faustus, TOWERS)

7. About suffering they were never wrong,
The Old Weasels…

(W.H. Auden, “Musee des Beaux Arts,” MASTERS)

8. We
   Thin gin. We
   Jazz June. We
   Weasel soon.

(Gwendolyn Brooks, “We Real Cool,” DIE)

9. My friend, you would not tell with such high zest
   To children ardent for some desperate glory,
The old Weasel…
And because this team had lots of really interesting bonii…

**Hour 5- Puzzles**

The original bonus omitted a number of particularly interesting puzzle types. Here are three:

*New York Times*-style Crossword Puzzle (because who likes the London kind?)

**Across**

1. Where you want to be in summer mos.
2. Washout actor in *Hot Shots!*
3. “______, Brain!”
4. “Mission Impossible” composer’s first name
5. Hole ______
6. Argentine Spur
7. Former “The View” host; also, with 60-Down, the puzzle’s theme
8. *Unsafe At Any Speed* author
9. *Kiss of the Spider-Woman* author
10. Napoleon, at St. Helena or Elba
11. Psych 101 prof, informally
12. VCR setting
13. Like the White Witch
14. One quality of a bad roommate
15. Chinese dynasty, going it alone?
16. Tommy Boy, e.g.
17. Many situations involving Beatrice and Hero
18. CSNY song
19. Masha and Olga’s sister
20. Islam’s 957
21. Report
22. His Noodly Majesty
23. Mazda sports car
24. USS Arizona location
25. What the Shah had to do in 1979
26. Antonio Banderas is one
27. Housman addressee
28. Where you could find Brooks and Friedman
29. Can starter, as in Sam?
30. What you IM to a bff b4 “thx”
31. Zeppelin predecessor
32. Okonkwo’s son, pale?
33. *Diablo* weapon choice
34. Double-reed instruments
35. Comic Carvey
36. South African who died of a “hunger strike” in 1977
37. *Unsafe At Any Speed* author
38. Popular mantra syllables
39. ______ Brockovich
40. Fear of Flying author Jong
41. Late sequence

**Down**

1. Rick’s lover
2. Chris Rock SNL character
3. Jai ______
4. King Williamson
5. Infant Who
6. They use reverse transcriptase
7. British punk’s address to father?
8. Cold time for a 47-Across
9. What the Christians wanted to do to the Muslims in the Second Crusade
10. Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 5
11. Like Asterix
12. What you take from a flask
13. Made a ditch
14. The ______ Café
Answer: One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas. How he got into my pajamas I’ll never know. - Groucho Marx

Note: the ‘s’ in ‘shot’ and the ‘n’ in ‘know’ went mistakenly untranslated.

**Gratuitous Use of the Word “Belgium”**

_Super 1- Lost in Translation_

We took ten famous quotes (historic, fictional, musical, literary, etc.) that we translated in Altavista Babelfish from English into another random language, and took the result and translated it into another language, etc. etc. until finally bringing it back to English. Here are the results. Give us the original quotes (or at least give us where they come from).

1. The school registration numbers? We do not have numbers of necessary school registration!

   (Badges? We don’t need no stinking badges! - *Treasure of the Sierra Madre*)

2. The base in advance payment and for in he that the person in good rich health and and one tied the causes soon ago scientist.

   (Early to bed and early to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise - Ben Franklin)

3. All children, are exceptional, an increase.

   (All children, except one, grow up. - *Peter Pan*)

4. In the duration of the examined life person is not they interest in a thing of produced feeding.

   (For the unexamined life is not worth living for a human being. - Plato)

5. Sufficient for our, he here with the great task of that invents this constant by our - these people udostoinnykh of corpses examine us with devotion raised to this reason well because them, which them with this last gave to entirely measure devotion is that we here high we sums are solved that these dead people who they are with the centre arrogant to die - this nation, among the god, new rozhdeniovrijheid obliges which -, also, with no which it government of people, of people, for people, the ground will die

   (It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us -- that from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of devotion -- that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain -- that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom -- and that)
government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth. - Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address)

6. Dream dreams impossible, the war brought unschlagbaren the enemy

(To dream the impossible dream, to fight the unbeatable foe - Man of La Mancha)

7. Geja soy dark, my former friend: I for I speak with you still have come

(Hello darkness my old friend, I’ve come to talk with you again - “The Sound of Silence”)

8. If it has begun the God, it has manufactured the Paradies and the mass.

(In the Beginning, God created the Heaven and the Earth - Genesis)

9. Except, the point of damned! Except, I say!

(Out, damned spot! Out, I say! - Macbeth)

10. I form its proposal it it cannot radiate.

(I’ll make him an offer he can’t refuse- The Godfather)

Awesome Sauce- Spring ‘06

Hour 7- Art

Yeah, yeah, we know, there’s been three full art history hour bonii, one super, and several mini-sections in the last eight contests, and doing more might seem a bit ridiculous. But in all of those bonii there are some important people, eras and disciplines that were overlooked, and some clever ideas we wanted to develop on, so let’s have another go.

Part I: Draw in the missing element from the following paintings.

1. (The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Tulp--missing corpse)
2. (School of Athens- missing Aristotle pointing down and Plato pointing up)
3. (Luncheon on the Grass--missing woman bent over bathing)
4. (Burial of Count Orgaz--missing two bishops carrying Orgaz)
5. (Coronation of Napoleon--missing Josephine kneeling and accepting crown)

Part II: Name the work of painting, sculpture, architecture or photography below and its creator:

6. (Bernini- Hades and Persephone)
7. (Polykleitos- Spearbearer)
8. (Palazzo del Te- Giuliano Romano)
9. (Edward Weston- Giant Pepper)
10. (Chi Ro page of The Book of Kells-- unattributed)
11. (Self-Portrait as Christ- Albrecht Durer)
12. (Water- Seller- Diego Velazquez)
13. (Erectheum- Mneiscles)
14. (Diane Arbus- Identical Twins)
15. (Westminster Abbey- bonus point for Henry Yevele)